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ABSTRACT: To exploit the full potential of radio measurements of cosmic-ray air showers at MHz
frequencies, a detector timing synchronization within 1 ns is needed. Large distributed radio detec-
tor arrays such as the Auger Engineering Radio Array (AERA) rely on timing via the Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) for the synchronization of individual detector station clocks. Unfortunately,
GPS timing is expected to have an accuracy no better than about 5 ns. In practice, in particular
in AERA, the GPS clocks exhibit drifts on the order of tens of ns. We developed a technique to
correct for the GPS drifts, and an independent method is used to cross-check that indeed we reach
a nanosecond-scale timing accuracy by this correction. First, we operate a “beacon transmitter”
which emits defined sine waves detected by AERA antennas recorded within the physics data. The
relative phasing of these sine waves can be used to correct for GPS clock drifts. In addition to this,
we observe radio pulses emitted by commercial airplanes, the position of which we determine in
real time from Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcasts intercepted with a software-defined
radio. From the known source location and the measured arrival times of the pulses we determine
relative timing offsets between radio detector stations. We demonstrate with a combined analysis
that the two methods give a consistent timing calibration with an accuracy of 2 ns or better. Conse-
quently, the beacon method alone can be used in the future to continuously determine and correct
for GPS clock drifts in each individual event measured by AERA.
KEYWORDS: Pierre Auger Observatory; AERA; cosmic rays; extensive air showers; radio
emission; ADS-B; time synchronization.
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1. Introduction
In the last few years, radio detection of cosmic rays has matured from small prototype installations
to full-fledged experiments contributing valuable information in the field of cosmic-ray physics [1].
In particular, radio detection has proven to be able to extract information on the energy [2, 3] and
mass [2,4–6] of the primary cosmic rays with a quality competitive with other detection techniques.
To maximize the potential of radio detection arrays, a precise time synchronization of individual
radio detector stations is needed. This is true in particular if interferometric analysis techniques are
to be employed [7]. Another analysis strategy that requires very precise timing is the determination
of the opening angle of the hyperbolic wavefront emitted by extensive air showers to deduce mass-
sensitive parameters [8]. The consequence is that any radio detectors operating in the frequency
band below 100 MHz need a time synchronization on the order of 1 ns to exploit their full potential.
Nanosecond-scale timing synchronization has previously been achieved in cabled setups for
radio detection of cosmic-ray air showers [9, 10]. In fact, mature open-source solutions such as
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Figure 1. Map of the radio detector stations of the Auger Engineering Radio Array in the year 2014. Detector
stations with either butterfly or logarithmic periodic dipole antennas (LPDAs) have been deployed [20]. The
position of the beacon transmitter is west of the array, at the site of the ‘Coihueco’ fluorescence telescope
building. Only the subset of radio detector stations capable of deep buffering for an external trigger, marked
with red and blue triangles, was used for results presented in this paper (other stations are marked in gray).
The ADS-B reception hardware is installed at the Central Radio Station (CRS) in the middle of AERA. Not
shown here for simplicity: 25 extra antenna stations of butterfly type deployed in the south in 2015; Auger
particle detectors at the same site (cf. Refs. [4, 13]).
“White Rabbit” [11] have been developed in the past few years and are nowadays used by a broad
community to reliably achieve sub-nanosecond timing synchronization in distributed detectors.
However, these solutions rely on cabled links to distribute timing signals in a deterministic and
stable way. The time synchronization of autonomous detector stations connected only via wireless
communications such as those operated in AERA [12] (see Fig. 1) at the Pierre Auger Observatory
[13] constitute a much more difficult challenge.
AERA consists of 153 autonomous stations featuring different spacings of 150m to 750m on
an area of 17km2. Each station features its individual solar power supply, and local data-acquisition
with self-trigger on the radio signal. In addition, an external trigger by the Auger particle and
fluorescence detectors is sent through the wireless communication to a part of the radio array.
The same external trigger mechanism is also used to communicate a forced trigger at a rate of
0.01Hz to each station, which provides a data set of coincident background measurements. For the
proof-of-principle of the time synchronization methods presented here, only a part of the array is
used, namely only those stations which feature an external trigger in addition to the self-trigger,
and which have been commissioned before 2015. Later, the methods will be applied to the other
stations. The used stations are marked with colored triangles in Fig. 1.
Time synchronization at AERA is performed via a GPS clock in each station, which is in
principle capable of reaching an accuracy of ∼ 5 ns [14], in particular since equal cable lengths
are used in all stations for all types of signal cables. In practice, however, it is often seen that
this timing precision is only achieved over short time scales and that drifts of up to several tens
of nanoseconds occur over the course of a day. This is true in particular for the individual radio
detector stations of AERA. GPS-disciplined oscillators could possibly improve timing stability on
scales of minutes to hours, and should be investigated as an option for future distributed radio
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detectors. For AERA, they were not considered for various reasons (focus on relative timing, cost
issues, increased complexity and thus possibly higher rate of failure in the field).
To nevertheless reach the desired nanosecond-scale timing precision, alternative measures
were employed within AERA. In particular, we operate a “beacon reference transmitter”, origi-
nally pioneered in the context of the LOPES experiment [9] to achieve precise timing on an event-
by-event basis. In this approach, sine waves at several frequencies are continuously emitted by a
dedicated transmitter and recorded within the data stream of measured cosmic-ray events. Using
the relative phases with which the different sine waves arrive at each individual AERA detector
station, possible timing drifts of the station GPS clocks can be corrected for. However, one has to
verify that systematic uncertainties, such as variable timing offsets introduced by changing ground
and atmospheric conditions during the propagation of the beacon signal from the transmitter to the
detector stations, are small compared to the desired accuracy of 1ns.
Therefore, an independent second method to perform a nanosecond-scale timing calibration
of AERA detector stations was developed as a cross-check. It makes use of the fact that commer-
cial airplanes emit radio pulses which can be seen in the physics data recorded by AERA. Such
signals have previously been used in prototype setups of AERA to determine direction resolution
and relative amplitude calibration [15]. In combination with real-time position information about
the emitting airplane, which is available via digital ADS-B messages sent by the airplane, pulsed
airplane signals can be used to independently check the time synchronization of the AERA detector
stations and thus verify the validity of the drift correction performed with the beacon transmitter
technique.
In this article, we first discuss the beacon transmitter technique in section 2 and the airplane
timing analysis technique in section 3. Afterwards, we combine the two analyses in section 4
to cross-check them against each other and demonstrate that they give consistent results within
2 ns, meaning in particular that the beacon technique is precise to at least 2 ns. We finish with a
discussion of remaining limitations of the techniques in section 5 and our conclusions in section 6.
2. The AERA reference beacon
In this section we give technical details of the beacon transmitter, describe the algorithm used for
monitoring and correction of the timing, and present example results for time drifts between AERA
stations as observed with the beacon method.
2.1 Setup description
The AERA reference beacon is an emitter of continuous waves installed about 3km west of the
antenna array at the Coihueco telescope building of the Pierre Auger Observatory, which is located
at a hill overlooking AERA (see Fig. 1). The beacon system consists of a signal generator with
amplifier connected via coaxial cable to a passive antenna emitting the signal. The signal generator
mixes 4 sine wave signals generated by 4 Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillators with a
frequency stability of a few ppm. Several attenuators, filters and amplifiers make the overall ampli-
tude as well as the strength of each individual signal adjustable, and suppress higher order artifacts
due to non-linearities in the active electronic components. The resulting emitted signal contains
the 4 desired sine waves transmitted by one single coaxial cable to the emitting antenna, and any
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other signals resulting from mixing or higher orders are suppressed by at least 40dB and can be
completely neglected.
The four frequencies have been chosen to lie inside the measurement band of 30–80 MHz
of the AERA detector stations: 58.887MHz, 61.523MHz, 68.555MHz, and 71.191MHz. The
choice of the four frequencies has been done such that any three of them are sufficient to correct
for timing drifts of at least ±80ns, which had been observed in an earlier version of the AERA
station electronics. In an ideal case without measurement uncertainties, two frequencies would
suffice. Thus, the beacon system brings redundancy for signal disturbances by background.
The values of the frequencies are adapted to the sampling rates of the AERA stations (180
and 200MHz) and the recorded trace length of at least 2048 samples such that they are almost an
exact match to frequency bins of the Fourier transform of recorded AERA time traces. By this
choice, artifacts such as aliasing are minimized. Moreover, the beacon frequencies can be filtered
both in the local data acquisition of each antenna station as well as in offline data analysis. Hence,
the beacon has minimal impact on self-triggering capabilities on air-shower pulses, and does not
disturb the physics analyses.
The emitting dipole antenna is horizontally aligned, almost parallel to the north-south aligned
antennas of the AERA stations. Thus, the beacon signal is mainly detected in the north-south
channel of each AERA station, and only marginally visible in the east-west channel. Since there is
only one GPS clock per station, performing the timing correction on only one channel is sufficient.
In addition to its capabilities for time calibration explained in the following, the beacon, as
a known transmitter with well-defined properties, is a powerful tool for general monitoring of the
detector performance. As side-remark we just report two cases in which the beacon was helpful to
find and correct mistakes. During deployment of AERA we could quickly identify a few stations
where accidentally the two channels had been switched, just by comparing the beacon amplitude in
both channels. Also, a bug in the firmware of the stations caused a slightly worse timing precision
for events triggered externally by the surface detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory compared
to events self-triggered on radio pulses recorded by the antenna stations. Using the beacon analysis
these problems were identified and could be solved.
2.2 Method and algorithm
The four sine waves emitted by the beacon superpose to a characteristic beat, which repeats ap-
proximately every 1.1µs (see Fig. 2), i.e., a time series recorded by AERA of typical length≥ 10µs
contains several repetitions. During digital, offline analysis, the beacon beat can be isolated from
other signals by applying digital filters to the beacon frequencies in the frequency spectrum, which
is obtained by a Fourier transform of the time series recorded by the AERA antenna stations. The
beacon transmitter thus does not degrade the quality of broad-band cosmic-ray radio pulses which
AERA has been designed to measure.
Due to the different distances between the beacon and each of the antenna stations, the prop-
agation time of the beacon signal τgeo to each antenna is different. Since all positions have been
measured with an accuracy of better than 10cm (slightly worse for altitude) by differential GPS,
the expected propagation times can be calculated with an accuracy of better than 1ns. Choosing
one arbitrary station as a reference, it is easy to calculate the expected time difference ∆τgeo of the
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Figure 2. Beacon beat: a voltage-time trace recorded with the analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) of the
north-south channel of an AERA station is digitally filtered such that it contains only the four beacon fre-
quencies. The signal shape of the beacon beat has a periodicity of approximately 1100ns, as indicated by
the two arrows.
beacon beat at each station with respect to this reference station (up to several µs depending on the
distance).
In reality, the measured time difference of the beacon beat deviates from the expected time
difference by typically a few times 10ns (cf. section 2.3). The reason for this is the drifting behavior
of the GPS clocks. However, since the deviation is significantly smaller than the period of the
beacon beat, it can be unambiguously determined and corrected for1. For each measured event a
different, arbitrary station can be chosen as the reference, so that it is possible to determine the
relative time offsets of the GPS clocks event-by-event and correct for them in offline analyses.
A question of practical relevance is the algorithm for the determination of these time differ-
ences between the beacon beat in different stations. A robust, but very time consuming way is
provided by a cross-correlation analysis implemented in the offline analysis software. By an it-
erative search with sub-ns step size in a realistic range, e.g., ±50ns around the expectation, we
determine which time shift between two stations maximizes the cross-correlation. This is the value
by which the GPS time of a station has to be corrected to match that expected with the measured
time of the beacon beat.
However, in practice, this procedure would dominate the total time needed for analyzing air-
shower events. Therefore, we use a slightly different method still relying on the same principle.
The method used in our offline analysis exploits the phase differences of the beacon sine-wave
signals. These phases are easy to measure, since the Fourier transform applied anyway during data
analysis gives not only the amplitude, but also the phase at each frequency bin. Mathematically,
the method relying on phase differences can be derived from the cross-correlation method in the
following way.
1If fewer beacon frequencies were used, the beat period would be smaller, and thus the possible range for the correc-
tion of the GPS clock deviations would shrink.
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2.2.1 Cross-correlation of the beacon signal
Let s1(t) be the time series measured with antenna station 1, and s2(t) the time series measured
with antenna station 2. The signal of station 2 is shifted by ∆τ to compensate for the different
arrival times of the beacon beat. Then, the cross-correlation CC of both signals is2:
CC =
∫
s1(t)s2(t−∆τ)dt. (2.1)
We know that the beacon signal at the two stations is the sum of the four transmitted sine
waves, which have different amplitudes Ai, j and phases φi, j at each station, but the same frequencies
ω j (i = 1,2 is an index running over the stations; j = 1,2,3,4 is an index running over the beacon
frequencies):
si(t) =∑
j
Ai, j · sin(ω jt +φi, j). (2.2)
Evaluating the cross-correlation integral, all products of sines with different frequencies are 0,
and only the products for sines with equal frequency remain:
CC =∑
j
∫
A1, j A2, j sin(ω jt +φ1, j)·
· sin(ω j(t−∆τ)+φ2, j) dt. (2.3)
As the absolute phase is not meaningful, only phase differences are determined experimentally
and used in the calculation:
∆φ j := φ2, j−φ1, j. (2.4)
Finally, to find the values for ∆φ j and ∆τ for which the cross-correlation is maximized, all
constant factors can be neglected in the integral:
CC =∑
j
∫
A1, j A2, j sin(ω jt)·
· sin(ω j(t−∆τ)+∆φ j) dt
∝∑
j
A1, jA2, j cos(∆φ j−ω j∆τ), (2.5)
which holds exactly when the integration time is an integer multiple of the periods of all beacon
frequencies, or approximately when the integration time is large compared to the period of the
smallest frequency.
This equation can be interpreted in physical terms. The cross-correlation is maximum when the
measured phase differences between the two stations at all beacon frequencies correspond exactly
to what is expected from the time difference of the beacon beat at the two stations. Moreover, the
different beacon frequencies receive a weight according to the amplitudes measured by the stations.
Since the amplitudes Ai, j and the phase differences ∆φ j are measured quantities, the only vari-
able in equation 2.5 is the time shift ∆τ . A starting guess for ∆τ is ∆τgeo, which is the geometrically
expected difference in the propagation time of the beacon signal. Afterwards, we search for the
∆τmax providing the global minimum of equation 2.5 in a range of ±100ns around the expectation
∆τgeo. The difference between ∆τmax and ∆τgeo is interpreted as current offset of the GPS clocks
relative to each other, and used as correction value.
2In practice, the integral is calculated as a discrete sum with boundaries, which is unimportant for the theoretical
treatment here.
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2.2.2 Practical implementation
In practice two major problems occur, which are not reflected by the pure mathematical derivation,
but are taken into account for the implementation of the beacon method.
First, the phase measurements are affected by noise. Since the orientation of the electric field
vector is random for noise, thus, it generally points in a direction different from that of the electric
field vector of the signal. Consequently, the random phase of noise changes the measured phase
of the signal. For ns-timing precision, a maximum phase error of . 20◦ can be tolerated. The 20◦
correspond to a shift of slightly less than 1ns, since a full period (=̂ 360◦) is about 17ns for the
lowest beacon frequency. On the basis of simple trigonometry it is possible to estimate the mini-
mum signal-to-noise ratio, which is tolerable in order to avoid phase errors of more than 20◦: the
phase error is maximum, when the electric field vector of the noise is perpendicular to the electric
field vector of the beacon signal. Then the phase error is arctan(N/S) with S and N the lengths of
the signal and noise vectors, respectively, which requires the signal amplitude to be tan20◦ = 2.75
times larger than the noise amplitude. As usual in radio engineering, the signal-to-noise ratio is
defined in the power domain (amplitudes squared), such that the threshold for the signal-to-noise
ratio is 2.752 ≈ 8. In the case of the AERA beacon, the emission power has been set to exceed this
threshold. In fact, with the exception of a few measurements with exceptionally strong background
fluctuations, the signal-to-noise ratio is much larger (> 100 for stations close to the beacon). Then,
systematic uncertainties dominate, which have not been investigated in detail, since they appear
to be unimportant for the desired ns-timing precision. Thus, weighting the different beacon fre-
quencies by their amplitude as in equation 2.5 is unreasonable. Consequently, the weighting by
the amplitudes is replaced by a weighting with the signal-to-noise ratio, capping the weight to a
maximum value for any signal-to-noise ratio ≥ 10.
Second, even for very large signal-to-noise ratios the phase is not completely determined by
the geometrical propagation of the beacon signal. Ground properties as well as the antenna charac-
teristics influence the measured phases. These effects are very hard to calculate or simulate, since
the beacon signal propagates nearly horizontally, parallel to the ground. Thus, the ground is within
the first Fresnel zone of the signal and cannot be neglected. Therefore, usual free-space approxi-
mations in the antenna simulations do not hold. Moreover, measurements of the group delay are
cumbersome, and have been done only for selected arrival directions to cross-check the antenna
simulations [20]. Generally, the used antenna model compares well to the measurement, but with
larger deviations for near-horizontal signals. In particular, the simulated group delays of the anten-
nas deviate significantly from measurements for the zenith angle of the beacon signals, which is
θ ≈ 89◦ decreasing slightly with increasing distance of the antennas to the beacon.
Hence, in the actual timing correction performed event-by-event during analysis, the measured
phases are not compared to the calculated expectation ω j∆τgeo, but instead to reference values
derived from phases measured by the real antenna stations. These reference values are obtained by
averaging over approximately 100 triggered AERA events corresponding to the statistics of several
hours. The measured reference values are in agreement with the geometrically calculated values.
However, for some stations and frequencies the deviation is slightly larger than the desired accuracy
of 1ns. Consequently, it is indeed necessary to use the measured reference values instead of the
calculated ones.
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Figure 3. Example of the relative timing between two AERA stations determined with the beacon method.
Each entry denotes the size of the timing correction between two typical AERA stations in one measured
event, interpreted as a time offset between the GPS clocks of the two detector stations. The few outliers have
not been investigated in detail, since the focus of the present analysis is on the proof-of-principle and the
general behavior of the relative timing. A possible explanation for the outliers might be mis-measurements,
e.g., because of occasional high background disturbances.
2.3 Results of beacon analysis
In the standard analysis pipeline of AERA, the beacon correction is automatically applied for all
recorded events. This means that the timing of AERA stations participating in the event is shifted
by the correction value obtained from the beacon analysis. A statistical study for many events of
the amount by which one station has to be shifted against a specific other station reveals the relative
timing accuracy and stability. To enhance the statistics, the beacon timing correction is not only
applied to cosmic-ray candidate events, but also on background data triggered periodically at least
every 100s, and we checked that the timing of cosmic-ray events is not systematically different
from that of background measurements.
Fig. 3 shows a graphical representation of such a statistical study of the relative timing between
two stations over several days. At a random point in time, the time offset between two AERA
stations can be as large as several times 10ns. This would dominate the total timing accuracy
and spoil any interferometry or wavefront analysis, if not corrected for. Moreover, the time offset
between two stations experiences systematic drifts on time scales of several hours. The relative
timing is stable only over short periods of a few minutes at a level of a few ns, corresponding to the
nominal precision of the GPS clocks. However, even over these short time periods two GPS clocks
of two different detector stations can still have an arbitrary offset of a few times 10ns.
The reason for these drifts and offsets is not known. The day-night structure in Fig. 3 indicates
that environmental effects, like temperature, play a role, but they cannot fully explain the drifts. We
performed several cross-checks to exclude possible explanations. In particular, the effect cannot
be explained by the accuracy of the location stored in the GPS clocks. In laboratory measurements
we connected two equal clocks to the very same antenna, and still observed qualitatively the same
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drifts, though on a slightly smaller scale, but still exceeding the 5ns accuracy claimed by the
manufacturer. This also excludes any changes of environmental conditions as the sole reason for
the drifts, since both clocks have been exposed to exactly the same conditions in the laboratory.
Thus, environmental effects in the field apparently do not cause the drifts, but enhance their size,
which would explain the rough day-night structure in the offsets. The size of the drifts in the AERA
stations was successfully reduced, by the installation of GPS antennas with higher gain, indicating
that the signal-to-noise ratio of the received GPS signals plays a role (the results in Fig. 3 are with
the new GPS antennas). Also the electronics of the local data acquisition seem to influence the size
of the drifts, possibly by introducing some local interference. It seems that a complex combination
of effects causes the observed drifts.
Fortunately, the GPS clock drifts can be corrected for in the offline analysis of measured
events, regardless of their physical origin. However, we have to independently verify whether the
drifts determined and corrected for by the beacon are indeed intrinsic to the GPS clocks and not
caused by some external effect such as environmental influence on the propagation delay of the
beacon signals. To verify the beacon correction, and to cross-check its finally achieved accuracy,
we thus developed an independent time calibration using airplane signals described in the next
section.
3. Airplane calibration
In this section, we describe the general concept, the hardware and software setup, and the analysis
strategy for the timing calibration using commercial airplane signals.
3.1 Method description
To use a source for timing calibration, two requirements need to be fulfilled. First, the source must
emit a signal that can be identified in the data taken by the radio detector array, simultaneously in
as many detector stations as possible. A short, bandwidth-limited pulse is ideal as it can be time-
tagged precisely. Moreover, the position of the source needs to be known at the time of emission.
From the known position and the relative arrival time of the signals in different detector stations,
the time offsets between different detector stations can then be determined provided that the model
for the wavefront used for the reconstruction is well adapted to the actual wavefront.
These requirements are fulfilled for commercial airplanes. Surprisingly, (some) commercial
airplanes emit radio pulses in the 30-80 MHz frequency range covered by AERA. The origin of
these radio pulses is unclear. In 2011, using an upgraded version of a small prototype radio array
at the Pierre Auger Observatory [16], we regularly observed airplane signals in the frequency band
30-260 MHz. However, the characteristics of these signals varied from one airplane to another. In
some cases, the signals were periodic with a very high level of accuracy (repetitive bunches of 4
transients separated by 132870±90 µs followed by a pause of 861120±280 µs). In other cases,
the arrival times of the signals did not exhibit any clear structure. Similar observations were made
in CODALEMA. Possible sources of emission could be the TCAS (Traffic Collision Avoidance
System, periodic emission), the ADS-B [17] transponder (periodic emission), the airplane naviga-
tion lights (periodic) or the DME (Distance Measuring Equipment, aperiodic) [18]. No definitive
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Figure 4. Concept of the time calibration using commercial airplanes. The airplane broadcasts its position
via digital ADS-B packets at 1090 MHz. These signals are received and interpreted by a dedicated setup in
the AERA field in real time. In addition, (some) commercial airplanes emit pulsed signals in the frequency
range of 30–80 MHz recorded by the AERA detector stations.
answer could be found as the next step for determining the source would require classified informa-
tion that we could not obtain. It is, however, not necessary to know the mechanism for the emission
or the exact characteristics of the radio pulses to use them for timing calibration.
The position of an airplane can be readily determined in real time from digital broadcasts that
modern airplanes emit at rates of 0.5−1Hz, via the ADS-B service. These digital broadcasts at a
frequency of 1090 MHz contain information such as an airplane-specific call-sign, longitude and
latitude, altitude, velocity and heading of the airplane. They are intended to inform other aircraft
and air traffic control in real time of airplane positions, but can indeed be received easily with
equipment costing less than 20 USD by any interested person. All that is needed is reception
hardware for the frequency of 1090 MHz which can be used as “software-defined radio”, meaning
that demodulation, decoding and interpretation of the received signals are performed in software
on a computer. Inexpensive receivers with a USB interface originally intended for the reception of
digital TV signals (DVB-T) suit this purpose. There is a broad community employing such USB
receivers with RealTek RTL2832U chipsets for the reception of various analog and digital signals
under the term “RTL-SDR”.
By combining the real-time position information from ADS-B data and the radio pulses emit-
ted by the airplane as recorded in the AERA data stream, time offsets between GPS clocks of
individual AERA stations can be calculated. The overall concept is visualized in Fig. 4. Using the
known position of both the airplane (interpolated from the ADS-B messages to the exact time of
the event) and the AERA detector stations, the expected arrival times of the radio pulses can be
calculated. The typical values are on the order of several 10µs, since the typical distances are on
the order 10km (explanation in more detail follows later). Deviations from these expected arrival
times can be interpreted as timing drifts between pairs of detector stations.
An additional complication that needs to be addressed is that the AERA central data acquisi-
tion system, which triggers on radio pulses detected by AERA stations as well as information from
external detectors, has been optimized to suppress anthropic radio sources. In particular, it blinds
regions of the sky from which radio pulses have been received repeatedly within a few minutes.
Airplanes crossing the sky over the course of a few minutes constitute such sources and would thus
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Figure 5. ADS-B antennas of two different types: four-segment collinear antenna (left) and ground-plane
antenna (right). The ground-plane antenna was deployed in the AERA field.
be filtered out by our data acquisition. Therefore, the data acquisition software had to be modified,
as will be described below.
3.2 The setup
A simple hardware setup was deployed at the Central Radio Station of AERA (cf. Fig. 1) to record
the ADS-B information transmitted by airplanes in real time. It consists of a tailor-made antenna
for the 1090 MHz ADS-B signals, a USB receiver connected to a laptop and dedicated software to
use the receiver as a software-defined radio decoding and processing the ADS-B data packets. We
will shortly describe the individual items in the following.
After initial tests with a simple monopole antenna, two antennas optimized for 1090 MHz
signals were built and tested. The two types, a four-segment collinear antenna and a ground-plane
antenna are depicted in Fig. 5. The latter antenna was built according to a design published by
hobby enthusiasts3. Tests conducted at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Fig. 6) showed that
the ground-plane antenna reproducibly sees airplanes to further distances than the collinear antenna
(or a simple monopole, not shown here). It was thus chosen as the antenna that was deployed on
the roof of the Central Radio Station within the AERA field. In spite of its improvised design, the
reception quality of the ground-plane antenna fully satisfied our needs; we only need to reliably
detect airplanes in close vicinity to AERA. Further optimizations were thus not carried out.
The ground-plane antenna installed in the AERA field was connected to a USB receiver
with a RealTek RTL2832U chipset and a Rafael Micro R820T tuner chip which can be tuned
to 1090 MHz. This USB receiver, connected to a commercial laptop, has been working reliably
over months of continuous operation.
3http://www.diylightanimation.com/wiki/images/0/01/
DIY_Quarter_Wave_Antenna.pdf
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Figure 6. Reception area (in green) of the two ADS-B antenna tested at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology:
Four-segment collinear antenna (left) and ground-plane antenna (right). Each single green point denotes a
received airplane position. The western hemisphere was shielded by a concrete building.
For the decoding and interpretation of the ADS-B data packets, the open-source software pack-
age “dump1090”4 was extended for our needs. In addition to decoding the position and velocity
information of airplanes for which ADS-B packets have been received, the software identifies air-
planes that come close enough to AERA to be visible at a zenith angle up to 80◦ from the vertical.
While an airplane fulfills this condition, notification packets detailing the relevant information are
sent in real time to our data acquisition software which then accepts radio triggers from a window
of 5◦ around the known airplane position instead of suppressing these radio pulses of clearly an-
thropic origin. In parallel, a log file with decoded ADS-B information such as latitude, longitude
and altitude is stored on disk for easy follow-up analyses. The ADS-B messages do not contain re-
liable information on the position uncertainty, but our analysis itself confirms that the information
is accurate enough to apply the presented method (cf. the cross-check of the beacon and airplane
methods in section 4).
3.3 Airplane calibration analysis
Here, we explain how the analysis of airplane signals is carried out to deduce the time offsets of
GPS clocks in individual radio detector stations with respect to one reference station.
When the central data acquisition is notified of an approaching airplane, it will let radio pulses
from corresponding arrival directions trigger the readout of all detector stations, marking the corre-
sponding events with a special “airplane trigger” flag. This means that airplane signals are detected
by the same self-trigger algorithm also used for air showers, and can be separated from the normal
AERA data stream using this flag .
We apply an iterative direction reconstruction [19] to these AERA events. We require simul-
taneous detection in at least 10 radio detector stations with a signal-to-noise ratio (defined as peak
power divided by RMS noise power) of at least 15. In addition to the arrival direction, we recon-
struct a source distance using a spherical wavefront as adequate for a point-like source and exclude
4https://github.com/MalcolmRobb/dump1090
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events5 with a wavefront radius of curvature of less than 7.5 km (commercial airplanes travel at
altitudes of 10 km or more) or more than 99 km. A typical airplane pulse as seen in one radio de-
tector station is shown in Fig. 7. We apply an upsampling procedure and a Hilbert envelope to the
electric field trace reconstructed from the voltage traces of the east-west and north-south detection
channels, respectively [19], and use the time of the maximum of the enveloped signal as the pulse
arrival time in the reconstruction.
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Figure 7. Typical radio pulse received from an airplane in the north-south component of the reconstructed
electric field. A Hilbert envelope is calculated to read off the time of the pulse maximum. Time zero
corresponds to the start of the recorded time trace, which has a total length of 50 microseconds.
An overview of a typical airplane event is shown in Fig. 8, illustrating that the radio pulses
from airplanes trigger almost all radio detector stations simultaneously. (The radio stations in the
eastern part were being read out with a separate data acquisition system not supporting the airplane
trigger.) The color code denotes the relative arrival time of the radio pulses at the individual detector
stations; in this case it is obvious that the source must be south-east of the array. In Fig. 9 we
illustrate the reconstructed arrival directions of all airplanes which have been seen in at least 10
AERA events within our data set from June to October 2014.
For airplane events reconstructible using AERA data, the corresponding recorded ADS-B data
are analyzed. A unique airplane can be identified as the source of each detected AERA event. A
total of 21 individual flights passing over AERA have been identified. Details are listed in table 1 in
the appendix. Some airplanes, uniquely defined by their identification code, the so-called Mode-S
call-sign, have been spotted several times in different fly-overs.
The ADS-B data for each airplane provide position information also for those parts of the
airplane trajectory for which no AERA triggers were generated (be it because there were no ra-
dio pulses or because they came from directions with zenith angles above 80◦, for which the data
acquisition was not accepting airplane triggers). An example airplane trajectory deduced from
ADS-B data is shown in Fig. 10. There is good agreement between the arrival direction recon-
5The wavefront reconstruction is applied to AERA raw data without any prior correction of detector station time
offsets and is thus affected by GPS clock drifts. However, we only use the reconstructed distance to cut away rare
radio-frequency interference pulses clearly not originating from airplanes, not for the determination of time offsets. The
good agreement of the direction reconstructed from AERA events and ADS-B data illustrates that the resulting sample
of “airplane events” is very clean.
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Figure 8. Typical airplane event as shown in the Offline EventBrowser. Every station is indicated by a cross.
One station without detectable signal is marked with a gray cross, stations that are not in data acquisition
are shown in black. Stations with a signal have a color indicating the arrival time from early (yellow) to late
(red). The reconstructed arrival direction is marked with a black line. The station used as reference station
in the analysis (station 40) is marked in green.
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Figure 9. Reconstructed arrival directions of AERA events for airplane fly-overs with at least 10 successful
detections. The sky map has the zenith at the center (cf. table 1 in the appendix) and East at 0◦. The color of
the dots represents the date of detection. For some airplanes a clear trajectory is visible.
structed from the AERA data (30-80 MHz) and the position information digitally broadcast by the
airplane via ADS-B packets (1090 MHz), as shown for the same airplane in Fig. 11. The directions
reconstructed from AERA data and calculated from ADS-B position data match generally within
0.3◦. Also, the source distance derived from the spherical wavefront fit (not shown here) is in good
agreement with the distance calculated from the ADS-B position data. (The source distance recon-
structed from AERA data is only used as a cross-check here. For further analysis, only the ADS-B
position is used.)
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Figure 10. Trajectory of the airplane passing the AERA field (marked in red) and the main surface detector
array of the Pierre Auger Observatory (orange shaded area) on September 22, 2014 at around 21:15 UTC
based on ADS-B data.
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Figure 11. Position of the airplane passing nearby AERA on September 22 based on ADS-B data (left) and
reconstructed arrival directions from 115 AERA events of the same airplane (right). The mean deviation
between the direction reconstructed with AERA and taken from the ADS-B data is 0.3◦. The color code
denotes the UTC time at which the airplane event was detected.
The ADS-B position data is only available at discrete times, typically with a rate of 0.5−1Hz.
Therefore, the ADS-B position data are linearly interpolated in latitude and longitude. Surprisingly,
this yields better consistency with the positions reconstructed from AERA data than an interpola-
tion also taking into account the velocity and heading information available from the ADS-B data.
The ADS-B position data is not only used for the calculation of the expected pulse arrival times,
but is also used to determine an individual direction per AERA detector station for the application
of the antenna pattern. (The airplane is at a typical distance of 10 to 30 km, i.e., it is seen at angles
differing on the order of 5−10◦ for the different station of the array.)
As only relative time differences between AERA detector stations can be determined, one
detector station is chosen as the reference (which by definition has a time offset of zero). The
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Figure 12. Per-event time offsets for all AERA detector stations determined from AERA and ADS-B data
for an airplane detected on September 22. Time offsets are relative to reference station 40. Stations 1-24
are equipped with logarithmic-periodic dipole antennas, stations with numbers 25 and higher are equipped
with butterfly antennas. Gaps in the station numbering are related to stations not participating in the airplane
trigger (marked gray in Fig. 1). The color code denotes the local time at which the airplane event was
detected.
reference station is chosen such that it is near the geometric center of the radio detector array and
that it has a positive pulse detection in a large number of the AERA events for a given airplane.
The light travel time from the airplane to each antenna is calculated assuming that the refractive
index of the atmosphere has a constant value of n ≈ 1.00024 as that corresponding to the altitude
of AERA (1,560 m above sea level). The calculated arrival times are then compared with the actual
measured pulse arrival times with respect to the chosen reference station. The difference between
the measured and predicted arrival times is the time offset of the individual detector station with
respect to the reference station.
The result of this analysis for the example airplane already presented in Figs. 10 and 11 is
depicted in Fig. 12. A number of features can be identified in the resulting time offsets. The
individual offset values determined from the different AERA events in which the airplane was
detected have a scatter of typically less than 10 ns, but there are significant outliers. Within the
scatter of ≈ 10 ns, there is a time-ordering, i.e., there must be some systematic effect. We will
discuss both aspects at a later point. The mean values calculated from the distributions are typically
within 20 ns of the zero-line (which would correspond to perfect time synchronization of the array).
This is approximately the scale of the drifts previously observed by the beacon analysis.
4. Combined timing analysis
With both the beacon timing calibration and airplane timing analysis in place, the two methods can
now be combined to check them for consistency. If the beacon correction can indeed detect and
mitigate timing drifts in the GPS clocks of the different AERA stations, then a follow-up airplane
analysis should yield vanishing time offsets for all stations to the reference station.
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Figure 13. Same as Fig. 12 when applying the airplane timing calibration after per-event clock-drift correc-
tion using the beacon method. The red lines show the range of mean±4 ·MAD (median absolute deviation).
4.1 One airplane
We first present the results of the combined beacon and airplane analysis inferred for the particular
airplane discussed in the previous section. For the AERA events triggered by airplane pulses, we
first apply the beacon timing calibration on an event-by-event basis, followed by the airplane timing
offset analysis. The result is depicted in Fig. 13. We can deduce several results from this graph.
First of all, comparing this result with the analysis of the same airplane events without ap-
plication of the beacon correction (Fig. 12), it becomes clear that for stations 25 onwards, the
mean timing offsets with respect to the reference station (number 40) indeed become close to zero
once the beacon analysis is applied. This means that the beacon correction does indeed correctly
compensate for GPS clock offsets present in the individual AERA stations.
For stations 1-24, however, there appears to be a systematic time offset of ≈ −65 ns with re-
spect to the reference station. The main difference between stations 1-24 and stations 25 onwards
is the choice of antenna type [20]. For stations 1-24 an LPDA is used, whereas for stations 25 on-
wards we use a butterfly antenna. The two types of antennas have a different frequency-dependent
group delay, which is not taken into account for the beacon correction as applied for this figure.
In principle, the different group delay can be corrected for in the data analysis on the basis
of 4NEC2 simulations of the antenna characteristics [19, 20]. However, in the latter paper a dis-
crepancy between the measured and simulated group delays is reported, in particular close to the
horizon, i.e., for large zenith angles. This discrepancy is the likely cause of the shift between sta-
tions with different antenna types visible in Fig. 12, since there the simulated group delay has been
applied in the analysis. Thus, the result confirms that the delays predicted by our antenna models
probably do not correctly describe the time offsets, which can be due to a problem in the modeling
of either the LPDA, the butterfly antenna or both of them.
While the mean time offsets are consistent among stations with the same type of antenna, there
is very significant scatter of the offsets determined from individual airplane events around this mean
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Figure 14. Same as Fig. 13 when applying the combined analysis to all airplanes detected in at least 10
AERA events.
offset. The scatter is obviously not random but shows two important characteristics. First, there is
again a seemingly time-ordered distribution with moderate scatter (to be discussed in section 5).
Secondly, there are outliers with large time offsets beyond an obvious gap in the distribution. The
probable reason for the outliers is that some step in the airplane analysis failed. It can happen, for
example, that a neighboring peak in the enveloped airplane pulse is accidentally misidentified as
the main peak (cf. Fig. 7), especially due to the influence of noise. This leads to a time offset of
multiples of ≈ 30 ns and can likely explain the presence of the outliers with large offsets beyond
the gap. We define a cut criterion to remove these outliers: time offsets corresponding to more than
±4 MAD (median absolute deviation) from the mean offset of a particular station are cut away.
4.2 Multiple airplanes
The analysis of one airplane showed that indeed the beacon timing is able to determine offsets
arising from GPS clock drifts on an event-by-event basis. However, so far we only showed this on
a short time scale of minutes. The important question is now whether analyses carried out on other
detected airplanes on other days and even in other months lead to the same consistent time offsets
of the AERA stations.
We apply the same combined beacon and airplane analysis as in the previous subsection to all
airplanes that have been detected in at least 10 AERA events. Station 40 is chosen as the reference
station in all cases. This results in the data shown in Fig. 14.
It becomes clear that indeed the time offsets for AERA stations 1-24 are consistently estab-
lished with a mean of ≈ −65 ns and the time offsets of the stations with butterfly antennas are
consistently very close to zero with respect to the reference station 40. The fact that these results
have been achieved from many different airplanes over the course of months illustrates that both
methods give consistent results over this long time scale and that indeed the beacon timing method
is able to correct for true drifts arising in the GPS clocks of the AERA stations.
We again cut away outliers in the resulting time offsets of more than ±4 MAD for each in-
dividual airplane separately and show more quantitative results for the resulting distributions in
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Fig. 15. The sub-histograms with different colors show the resulting distributions for different air-
planes. The mean time offsets are again consistent with the results presented for the one airplane
in the previous subsection.
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Figure 15. Time offsets determined from events of all detected airplanes in AERA stations 18 (LPDA
antenna), 31, 72 and 133 (butterfly antennas). The mean time offsets µ and their standard deviations σ have
been calculated after the MAD cut explained in section 4.1.
A closer look at the distributions determined for individual AERA stations reveals that the
widths of the resulting time-offset distributions are not constant but show a correlation with the
distance of the chosen AERA station with respect to the reference station 40, see Fig. 16. This
effect is expected: the larger the “baseline” over which the time offsets have to be determined,
the more precisely the position of the airplane needs to be known. A more sophisticated analysis
which does not rely on one particular station as the reference station but uses different reference
stations for different parts of the detector array could possibly improve the results, at least lead
to a more homogeneous width of the distributions among all AERA stations. We are, however,
mostly interested in the means of the distributions, which are already determined well enough for
our purposes with the current analysis. This is illustrated in Fig. 17, which demonstrates that the
mean time offsets determined over the course of several months from multiple airplane fly-overs
are consistent within≈ 2 ns among AERA stations using the same antenna type. The small number
of outliers visible in Figs. 16 and 17 should be investigated in some more detail once significantly
more statistics are available.
4.3 Reconstruction improvement
As an example for the improvement in cosmic-ray data analysis achieved with the time calibration,
we demonstrate the effect on the reconstruction of the radio wavefront of a cosmic-ray event. The
wavefront of radio emission from cosmic-ray showers is known to be of hyperbolic shape [8, 10].
We analyze an AERA event detected simultaneously with butterfly antennas and LPDAs and fit a
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Figure 16. Standard deviation σt,id as a function of the distance d between the reference station 40 and each
individual AERA station id. Each point marks a station.
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Figure 17. Histogram of the mean µ of the time correction values. The standard deviations σ of the
distributions provide a measure for the average agreement between the beacon and airplane methods. The
values stated in the statistics box are from fitted Gaussians (dashed lines).
hyperbolic wavefront of the form
t = β
(√
(1+ x2/γ2)−1
)
(4.1)
to the measured cosmic-ray data. β and γ are fit parameters of the hyperbola, t denotes the arrival
time of the radio pulse with respect to the arrival time expected for a plane wave, and x denotes the
distance of the radio detector station from the air-shower axis. The air-shower axis is determined by
the arrival direction and the core position (“impact point”) of the extensive air shower. The arrival
direction is well-established from the Auger surface detector reconstruction featuring an angular
resolution of better than 1◦ [13]. Thus, the arrival direction is fixed in the wavefront fit, but the
core position reconstructed with the surface detector has significant uncertainties. Hence, the core
position is optimized as part of the hyperbolic wavefront fit procedure.
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In Fig. 18 we show a comparison between a wavefront fit without application of the time cali-
bration (left) and with application of the time calibration (right). The improvement in the wavefront
fit due to the time calibration is obvious. Even more importantly, however, the fit result with time
calibration yields a core position well within the 1σ error ellipse of the core position determined
with the surface-detector reconstruction. The core position determined without time calibration, in
contrast is incompatible with the surface-detector core position (it lies outside the 4σ error ellipse).
This example clearly illustrates the success and importance of the time calibration using the beacon
transmitter and airplanes.
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Figure 18. Improvement achieved in the reconstruction of the hyperbolic radio wavefront for a cosmic-ray
event measured simultaneously with LPDAs and butterfly antennas of AERA. The left panel shows the result
of a hyperbolic wavefront fit without application of the time calibration. The seemingly valid fit yields a core
position incompatible with the one reconstructed by the Auger surface detector. The right panel shows the fit
result once the time calibration is applied (in both panels uncertainty bars are the timing uncertainty, before
and after applying the beacon method, respectively). The hyperbolic wavefront fits the measured pulse arrival
times well and the resulting core position is in good agreement with the surface-detector reconstruction.
5. Discussion
The analysis presented here showed conclusively that both the beacon-timing calibration method
and the airplane-timing calibration method give consistent results. With this we have reached our
main goal, to demonstrate that the beacon-timing calibration can continuously correct for GPS
clock drifts. Also, we have established a systematic time offset between stations with LPDA and
butterfly antennas that is not correctly accounted for by our current antenna models. A detailed
verification of our antenna models for all possible directions, however, is very difficult with this
approach as only selected arrival directions are available in the measurement. Activities are thus
ongoing within AERA to cross-check the antenna models with dedicated calibration campaigns
employing reference sources on an octocopter. This will be important especially for air-shower
events recorded simultaneously with the two different antenna types, since model uncertainties
cancel out for those events recorded only in stations with a unique antenna type.
The airplane-timing calibration is in principle not needed anymore in the future, as the beacon-
timing correction has been shown to work reliably. For this reason we did not invest further work
to improve the airplane analysis. There are a number of improvements that could still be made. For
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example, the refractive index of the atmosphere is currently set to a constant value, resulting in a
typical delay of a few ns. A height-dependent refractive index gradient can be applied in the ana-
lysis for increased precision. Tests with different choices for the refractive index, however, revealed
that this improvement will be small compared to the size of the systematic effects observed.
As mentioned before, the choice of a fixed reference station for the whole analysis leads to
unevenly distributed systematic uncertainties, which increase with the distance from the reference
station. An analysis strategy using different reference stations for different parts of the array could
distribute these uncertainties in a more homogeneous fashion.
The altitude of the airplanes reported in the ADS-B packets is the barometric height, which
we interpreted as altitude above ground in our analysis, but in principle could be corrected for
atmospheric conditions at the time of flight. This could yield a more precise airplane location and
thus improved accuracy of the analysis. Likewise, interpolation of the airplane position between
ADS-B data points could be improved, trying to take into account changes in heading and altitude
occurring over the course of the trajectory.
The most important issue that should be investigated further is the origin of the time ordering
observed in the event-by-event time offsets determined with the airplane calibration. These indicate
some direction dependence of the delays, which is difficult to study in detail, since the recorded
airplanes cover a limited range in zenith and azimuth, only (cf. Fig. 9). This time-ordering effect
could possibly be related to a systematic offset between the reported ADS-B position and the po-
sition of the radio pulse transmitter onboard the aircraft. The fact that the mean values determined
from the distributions are in such good agreement among detector stations with the same type of
antenna gives us confidence that the mean values are unbiased. Nevertheless, this effect should be
studied further, in particular when data with larger statistics and from more directions are available.
Assuming that the uncertainty of the ADS-B position is dominated by the difference between
barometric and geometric height, we estimated the size of the effect on the basis of pressure vari-
ations in the atmospheric models used for the Auger fluorescence detectors. Indeed the altitude
difference can be on the order of several hundred meters in extreme cases. A change of altitude
of this order is sufficient to change the results for individual airplanes, and can reduce systematic
effects, e.g., the time ordering or the distance effect shown in Fig. 16. However, we do not know
the true airplane position. Also, analyses with varying altitudes revealed that an altitude correction
cannot explain all effects simultaneously, and the average agreement between beacon and airplane
analysis remains at the level of 2ns. Consequently, the effect of the uncertainty in the airplane
position has to be studied in more detail, and the dominant uncertainty in the altitude cannot be the
only explanation for the systematic uncertainties of the airplane method.
An attractive option for the future could be to perform a targeted search for radio pulses from
the International Space Station or commercial satellites. If these do emit radio pulses in our fre-
quency band, they can be used as a regular source for timing calibration. As these sources are at
larger distances on well-defined orbits, the achievable precision should be better than for airplanes,
and also observation over a wider range of zenith and azimuth angles would be possible.
Finally, it is worth investigating the potential of using airplane signals also for other purposes,
in particular relative amplitude calibration and antenna directivity studies of radio detector stations.
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6. Conclusions
The Auger Engineering Radio Array needs a relative timing accuracy on the order of a nanosecond
to enable interferometric and wavefront analyses of the radio emission from extensive air showers.
GPS timing alone cannot provide sufficient timing accuracy as there are significant drifts occurring
in the GPS clocks. To achieve the desired timing in this distributed detector only connected via
wireless communications, we employ two methods for precise time calibration. The AERA refer-
ence beacon transmits four continuous sine wave signals which are recorded in our physics data.
From the relative phases of the received sine waves, GPS clock drifts can be corrected. Up to now
it was unclear whether the drifts seen by the beacon represent only intrinsic GPS clock drifts or
whether they could also be influenced by propagation and environmental effects. Therefore, we
have cross-checked the beacon method with an independent time-calibration technique. We can
now exclude that the observed drifts are an artifact of the beacon analysis, since the calibration
with airplane signals from different directions yields consistent results.
A low-cost software-defined radio solution continuously monitors the vicinity of AERA for
ADS-B signals transmitted by commercial airplanes. These signals contain real-time position in-
formation about airplanes at a distance of hundreds of km. Some airplanes also emit pulsed radio
signals in the frequency range of AERA (30-80 MHz). If an airplane approaches AERA, the cen-
tral data acquisition is notified to let triggers from pulsed airplane signals pass through. An offline
analysis using the position information from the ADS-B data and the radio pulses recorded in the
AERA data is then able to establish the mean time offsets between AERA stations. A combined
analysis with the beacon-timing correction shows that both are consistent within ≈ 2ns. Conse-
quently each individual method is accurate to at least 2ns. One of the methods, i.e., either the
beacon or the airplane method, could well have a better accuracy than this since the comparison
then would be dominated by the less accurate method. In addition to this result, a previously un-
known offset of several times 10ns between AERA stations with LPDA and butterfly antennas was
established with the airplane calibration.
The analysis shown here establishes that the beacon-timing calibration works as intended and
can be used for event-by-event time calibration of all data acquired with AERA. The accuracy is of
≈ 2ns or better, and future tests will show if the desired accuracy of 1ns is achieved already.
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Appendix: Detected Airplanes
Table 1. Airplanes detected with AERA in the time from June 20 to October 5, 2014. Only detections
fulfilling the following quality cuts are listed: detection in at least 10 detector stations with a signal-to-noise
ratio of at least 15 and a reconstructed radius of curvature of the spherical wavefront between 7.5 km and
99 km as well as a reconstructed zenith angle less than 80◦. We do not know, why the number of events
varies strongly, i.e., why a few airplanes emit significantly more detectable pulses than others.
UTC date events Mode-S call sign airplane type airline
20/06/14, 16:26 3 C05843 Boeing 767-35H Air Canada
22/07/14, 03:26 1 E48987 Boeing 737-8EH GOL Transportes
22/07/14, 03:34 6 E47FE0 Airbus A320-232 TAM Linhas Aereas
28/07/14, 15:43 1 E06541 Boeing 737-81D Aerolineas Argentinas
31/07/14, 06:29 1 E80320 Airbus A319-111 Sky Airline
31/07/14, 11:28 4 E48C03 Boeing 737-8HX GOL Transportes
31/07/14, 18:20 1 E48987 Boeing 737-8EH GOL Transportes
03/08/14, 11:27 1 E48986 Boeing 737-8EH GOL Transportes
24/08/14, 03:36 16 E48854 Boeing 737-8EH GOL Transportes
24/08/14, 11:30 17 E48854 Boeing 737-8EH GOL Transportes
01/09/14, 11:23 32 E48854 Boeing 737-8EH GOL Transportes
03/09/14, 21:21 11 E48C04 Boeing 737-8HX GOL Transportes
08/09/14, 21:33 9 E48C03 Boeing 737-8HX GOL Transportes
08/09/14, 22:07 4 E80411 Airbus A320-233 LAN Airlines
10/09/14, 01:58 1 E80413 Airbus A320-233 LAN Airlines
13/09/14, 13:02 3 E80414 Airbus A320-233 LAN Airlines
22/09/14, 21:16 115 E48854 Boeing 737-8EH GOL Transportes
28/09/14, 21:27 1 E48C04 Boeing 737-8HX GOL Transportes
02/10/14, 14:27 1 0C208E Boeing 737-8V3 Copa Airlines
04/10/14, 11:28 14 E48985 Boeing 737-8EH GOL Transportes
04/10/14, 17:13 33 E48853 Boeing 737-8EH GOL Transportes
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